VISUALIZING THE INTIMATE CURATED BY MARISSA LARGO and ROBERT DIAZ
IN FILIPINO/A LIVES features the work of emerging Toronto-based artists and the
work of artists from community-based organizations, as it visualizes the personal and
political implications of “the intimate” for Filipinos/as in Canada. On a personal and
communal level, the intimate marks diasporic subjects’ contradictory experiences with
migration, queerness, and dislocation. The intimate also foregrounds how familial,
cultural, and national narratives about identity affect how individuals internalize their
experiences in the everyday. Ultimately, by featuring diverse mediums of expression
such as photography, video and sound installation, sculpture, and performance art,
this exhibit pushes the boundaries of what “the intimate” can mean theoretically,
while also foregrounding the embodied experience of being Filipino/a in Canada.
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organizing nationally has lead to 4 major concerns, which are also not exclusive to Filipino Canadians: Combatting Systemic Racism, Overcoming economic marginalization, Making the Youth Count
in Canada’s Future and Enhancing Women’s Equality, human rights and genuine development. In
addition, as a community of economic refugees forced to permanently work abroad on contract as
“guest workers” in many developed countries due to globalization and imperialism, organizations
part the Magkaisa Centre have been advocating for our community’s Genuine Settlement and Integration here in Canada while supporting and respecting the indigenous peoples struggle for basic
human rights, land, resources and self-determination.

CURATORS’ BIOGRAPHIES
Marissa Largo is a PhD candidate in the Department of Social Justice Education at OISE, University
of Toronto. She holds degrees in Visual Arts and Education from York University and has a Master’s
degree in Art Education from Concordia University. Marissa’s doctoral project, Renaissance as Resistance: Contemporary Filipino/a Canadian Visual Arts aims to explore the ways in which contemporary Filipino/a Canadian visual arts act as assertions of marginalized subjectivities in Canada. In
2013, she was awarded the Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada Graduate Scholarship from the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC). As a Toronto-based artist and
educator, her works have been presented in several group and solo exhibitions in Canada, such as
Nuit Blanche (2011 and 2012), Maleta Stories (2013 and 2011), Public Realm (2010), Memory and
Place (2009), and From the Pearl of the Orient to Uptown (2007). She also works with many progressive community and cultural groups dedicated to the interests of Filipinos in Canada.
Dr. Robert Diaz Jr. is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Liberal Arts and Sciences at OCAD
University. Before moving to OCADU, he was an Assistant Professor of Women and Gender Studies
at Wilfrid Laurier University. His research and teaching focus on the intersections of Asian North
American, Filipino, Sexuality, and Postcolonial Studies. He has two book projects: the first, Reparative Acts: Performing Queer Redress in Philippine Nationalisms, examines Filipino diasporic film,
literature, performance, and new media in order to interrogate the relationship between histories of
nationalism, imperialism, and redress. His second project, The Ruse of Visibility: Queer Filipinos and
the Canadian Multicultural State, returns to questions of Philippine nationalism by examining how
such nationalisms collide with the racializing narratives of the Canadian nation-state. This project is
the first to examine queer Filipino/a embodiment amidst the demands of Canadian multiculturalism.
Aside from working in the university, Robert is also committed to community engagement and social
justice. He continues this commitment by working with LGBT and Filipino focused organizations
such as ACAS, UKPC/FCYA, Magkaisa Center and Kapisanan, in the Greater Toronto Area.
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These hybrid images reflect his identity in a queer community that upholds homonormativity. His
experience is a personal journey informed by religion, queer culture, and postcolonial issues as they
relate to queer identity and is a reflection of his experience of immigration and transformation.
Blessie Maturan was born in Rizal, Philippines and immigrated to Toronto in 1999. Her recent
foray into the art world after a long break where she focused on working full-time and participating
in a start- up has brought her back into her roots. Her work explores situational narratives in new
economic spaces, particularly those concerned with intimacy, heroism/survival, and labour which is
often informed by experiences from growing up in both the Philppines and Canada. Blessie works
predominantly with performance and designed objects but also includes works on paper and new
media installations. She is currently pursuing her undergrad in OCADU after leaving U of T’s philosophy program. She has previously shown Kapisanan’s Clutch and Navigation Art Exhibit: Out Here,
Pop Montreal, and currently in WhipperSnapper’s Sidewalk Screening.
Anna Loisel Wilson Oñate is a Philipine-born, Hong Kong-raised Canadian who speaks her native
tongue, Illocano better than the national language Tagalog. She teaches English to foreign students
to connect the world by helping different cultures speak to each other. Using these languages, she
creates art through poetry, free writing and visual representations of her memories of the Philippines. She is inspired by people –- their complexities, virtues, vices and their motives. In her art, she
explores issues of the dual nature of the Filipino-Canadian identity, Filipino superstitions and the
role of the mother. Mainly she focuses on family dynamics and sacrifices taken from her personal
struggles of being culturally uprooted and replanted. Currently, she is exploring audio as a medium
and is recording conversations, stories and nature and city sounds. She is also capturing her grandmothers, and mother’s life stories and writing their biography. Her studies in Psychology, English and
Philosophy have inspired her to develop her career as a teacher and as an artist, in hopes to one day
teach English using the arts.
Danelle Jane Tran (DJ) is a Toronto based photographer. Sometimes it is difficult to express myself
through words, which is why I went to art school to develop my visual expression. As a graduate
from OCAD University, my main focus is lens-based media (pun intended). I express myself mainly
through a lens because I find the human eye very fascinating. No one can share my perspective, and
that is why I would like to share my experience with the world. In terms of my artwork, I love incorporating humour into my works (especially puns). I believe Art should be enjoyable; both the process
and the final product. I also always find myself going back to the past and my dreams, which makes
me a bit of an escapist. Reality is harsh for me, and to cope with that, I make artwork that makes me
(and hopefully others) laugh.
Located in Toronto, Ontario, the Magkaisa Centre houses three main organizations including the
Filipino Canadian Youth Alliance on Ontario, SIKLAB (Advance and Uphold the Struggle of Filipino
Canadian Workers) Ontario, and the Philippine Women Centre of Ontario. Operating since early
2000, the members of the Magkaisa Centre have been educating, organizing and mobilizing Filipino Canadians to understand the issues of the most marginalized and oppressed here in Canada
through workshops, conferences, art Installations, campaigns and other activities. Over 20 years of
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The intimate, according to feminist scholar Anne Stoler, indexes relationships grounded in
the “familiar and the essential” and relationships
“grounded in sex” (Stoler, 2002). Haunted by
Stoler’s dual definition, Visualizing the Intimate
in Filipino/a Lives features the work of emerging Toronto-based artists and the work of artists
from community-based organizations, as it visualizes the personal and political implications of
“the intimate” for Filipinos/as in Canada.
By consolidating these emerging diasporic Filipino/a artists who embody various
sexed, gendered, classed, and other politicized
subject positions, national borders and subjectivities are unsettled. This establishes the field of
Filipino/a Canadian contemporary art as a multifaceted and heterogeneous field that challenges
normative notions of identity and defies Canadian multiculturalism’s insistence on disciplining
and commodifying ethnic difference.
This exhibition highlights queer Filipino/a artists Julius Manapul and Jo SiMalaya
Alcampo, who explore the ways in which sexuality, gender, and race are unfixed and mediated
by transnational reconfigurations.
By appropriating Western visual culture
and juxtaposing its use with Filipino materiality, Manapul examines his diasporic sexual and
racial identity against the heteronomative and
homonormative standards of Canadian society.
In the tableau he composes for this exhibition,
Manapul reinterprets past works of his crafted
queertopia – a seemingly perfect abode for him
and his queer family – but now, in light of his
recent divorce. Articles of unfulfilled promises,
such as his marriage licence, the crib for his fictional child created from balikbayan boxes (containers used by diasporic Filipinos to send goods
“back home”), which are flanked by two of his
“homonormative mannequins”, all point to his
intimate and ongoing struggles as a diasporic,
queer subject vis-à-vis Western normative ideals.

There is no “happily ever after” as Manapul suggests in his animation Kissing Utopia
Good-Bye (2012), but only constant recuperative acts as a diasporic, gay Filipino in Canada.
Manapul conveys this reality in his playful and
multilayered appropriation of Disney imagery
and Western gay porn, which signifies for the artist unattainable perfection. His Queerious Butterflies (2014) take over the space, performing
a transgressive act of embodying a subjectivity
that cannot be pinned down by taxonomic classification or colonial imperatives. Instead, these
butterflies become the fabric and backdrop by
which Manapul fashions an unfurling subjectivity
based on his own queer aesthetic. Similarly, the
artist’s Queerious Murses (2015) are fabricated
from intricate cutouts that subvert dominant and
oppressive queer representations. Embedded
and hidden within the ornamentation are Tagalog words that have pejorative provenance,
such as bakla and bading (terms that denote
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Julius Manapul, 2015. Queerious Murse.

Marissa Largo, 2012. I Bring Myself.

homosexuality, effeminacy and related performances), or racialized and sexualized slurs, like
rice queen. Like other diasporic, gay Filipinos,
Manapul has reclaimed these terms to reflect his
desire to disrupt static and globalized notions of
queerness in favour of an emergent subjectivity
that is remade through aesthetics. Much like the
function of a designer bag, the murse symbolizes Manapul’s efforts to craft a particular identity
that externalizes hidden desires for belonging as
he moves through the world. Manapul’s visual
strategy of subverting dominant and normative
representations behoves viewers to question
their assumptions of race, gender, and sexual
identity in light of migration.
Jo SiMalaya Alcampo delves into the
materiality of indigenous Filipino culture and
language in her exploration of her diasporic
ethnic and sexual identity in SIYA: Beneath the
Barong (2015). Much like Manapul’s reconfigurations of the terms bakla and bading, Alcampo
plays with the fluidity of the term siya (which is
pronounced as “shah” and means “she”, “he”,
or “they”) as a genderless pronoun that exists in
the Filipino language. The single-channel video
is projected onto a translucent fabric reminiscent
of the Filipino indigenous textile, piña – the same
material that traditionally constructs the barong
Tagalog (a formal Filipino men’s attire) that Alcampo dons in in the video. Alcampo performs
“macho” poses of an Elvis impersonator while
her backlight barong reveals the contours of her
breast. Alcampo subverts the colonial logics of
gender binaries in her performance by whimsically embodying an emergent queer Filipino/a
diasporic aesthetic.
Visualizing the intimate comes to terms
with the intersections of class and gender in the
community-based photo works of the Magkaisa
Centre. The Picture in Picture: Filipino Women across Decades (2014) series captures the
gendered and racialized experiences of Filipinas

Nicole Cajucom is an arts administrator, youth organizer, mentor and burgeoning artist. While and
after completing her specialist in Art and Culture at the University of Toronto, Nicole volunteered
heavily with various artistic hubs in Toronto (especially at the Art Gallery of Toronto as a School
Programs Gallery Guide). Shortly after her internship at Kapisanan in 2012, Nicole had taken the opportunity to coordinate Clutch Vol. 5 after providing grant-writing support for the project, and since
then, she has gone on to write successful grant applications and now oversees all programming at
Kapisanan, also playing an instrumental role in the launch of Clutch’s brother program, Navigation, in
2014. The opportunity to create and collaborate with youth and culturally diverse communities has
provoked her to reflect upon race, gender, connection, and untold histories through the arts. Nicole
is also a veteran grant reviewer at ArtReach Toronto. Her roles have included providing a voice for
the Filipino-Canadian community, encouraging collaboration, and recently, chairing assessments.
Martie Hechanova was born and raised in Iloilo City, Philippines. Before moving to Canada he
attended at the West Visayas State University taking up Bachelor of Arts in Political Science. He is
currently an active volunteer of Asian Community AIDS Services under its youth program. Martie
also contributed articles on its online magazine QI Magazine writing on its entertainment section
focusing on the Asian entertainment industry. He is also a member of Rice Roll Production, an independent group of filmmakers in Toronto. Films are one interest Martie loves. He is an avid Asian film
fan and an active volunteer at the annual Reel Asian International Film Festival. He already produced
and directed a short film called “Trapped” and was submitted to the Toronto Smartphone Film Festival. He is currently focusing himself into the world of fashion and photography. He wants to fuse the
two arts together and tell a story out of the products he created. He is currently doing photography
projects and producing films with his own independent group, the MRcreatives.

who immigrated to Canada in the 1960s to the
present. Canada’s labour and immigration policies are materially and temporally embodied
in the lives of these women whose memories of
distant pasts -- symbolized in the photographic
images they hold – collapse with current realities
in the work.
With a similar political thrust, Marissa
Largo takes on embodiment in the midst of
global migration in the video installation and
performance I Bring Myself (2012). Largo represents the practice of pasalubong (welcoming
gift given upon returning “home”) as a performative and negotiated act of reconfiguring self and
home. She visualizes the intimate by embodying
the multiplicity inherent in being a diasporic Filipina – a part of a body politic of transnational,
racialized women. Read with a political lens, the
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A Toronto resident since birth, Tim Manalo grew up in the Scarborough and North York area and
has always had a strong interest for art and anything creative. Always surrounded by Filipino families
in the neighbourhood, he’s always had a sense of community and culture growing up. In 2006, he
attended OCAD University and majored in the Sculpture and Installation program and graduated
with a Bachelor’s in Fine Art. Very skilled in the areas of sculpture and fabrication, Tim has worked as
an in-house sculptor, mascot-maker and mould-maker for various companies specializing in outdoor
art, costume and prop fabrication, and custom art and home decor fabrication. In addition, he is currently an active member of the Sculptor’s Society of Canada, regularly showing at their gallery and
group shows. As an avid supporter of Toronto’s Filipino community and the arts, his current endeavor is as the coordinator of the upcoming second volume of NAVIGATION, an all male Filipino youth
program hosted by Kapisanan Philippine Centre that provides mentorship and develops leadership
skills to those wanting to explore their identity.
Julius Manapul was born in the city of Manila, Philippines in July 8, 1980. He immigrated to Toronto, Canada in 1990 where he studied fine arts at the Ontario College of Art and Design University
earning a BFA in 2009. He then completed a one year of residency in Paris, France and one year at
Toronto School of Art in 2011. Julius completed his MVS Masters of Visual Studies at University of
Toronto in 2013. His work focuses on personal hybrid nature of Filipino culture and queer identity.
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ARTISTS’ BIOGRAPHIES
Maria Patricia Abuel aims to create art focused on identity and culture that are based on her experiences as a Filipina-Canadian born and raised in Toronto. She hopes to communicate the struggles
she faces as a young woman of colour who deals with the traditional views of her upbringing against
the contemporary urban society of multicultural Toronto. Sexuality, gender, religion, and family are
common themes in her art, mainly in the form of photography, new media, and performance art.
She is currently studying Media Studies, Studio and Anthropology at the University of Toronto Scarborough campus and is an active member at the Kapisanan Filipino Centre of the Arts and Culture
to expand her knowledge and skills and collaborate with other artists. Through her art, she hopes to
communicate important messages of her Filipino-Canadian identity and culture, while learning and
sharing with other cultures.
Jo SiMalaya Alcampo is an interdisciplinary artist born in Maynila the capital of the Philippines
and raised in Malvern in the heart of Scarborough. Jo’s art practice integrates storytelling, installation-based art, and electroacoustic soundscapes. Jo has developed community arts projects with
queer youth, consumer/survivors of the mental health system, and migrant domestic workers. In
2010, Jo graduated from OCAD University with BFA Honours degree in Integrated Media and Photography. Teachings from the Indigenous Visual Culture Program inspired Jo to reconnect with her
roots. Jo’s multimedia work has been presented by 401 Richmond, Antimatter Film Festival (Victoria, B.C.), CBC-Radio Canada International, FADO Performance Art Centre, Gladstone Hotel, Images Festival, Inside Out Toronto LGBT Film Festival, InterAccess Electronic Media Arts Centre,
Kapisanan, KAPWA-3 Conference (Baguio, Philippines), Mayworks Festival of Working People and
the Arts, Nuit Blanche-Toronto, OCADU Student Gallery, Pride Toronto, SUM° Curatorial Collective,
V-tape, and XPACE. Jo is currently writing Kwentong Bayan: Labour of Love - a community based
comic book project with illustrator, Althea Balmes - about the real life stories of Filipina migrant
workers in the Live-in Caregiver Program.
Genre-fluid (and gender-fluid) Torontobased art practitioner, Lexy Baluyot reflects her experiences
through audial, visual, and performative mediums. She is somewhat a collector of disciplines; special effects makeup/prosthetics, dance, music production, and more. Lexy feeds this mild obsession
by seeking education in anything that captivates her senses. This Canadianborn Filipina-Texan creates each piece with her heritage, western upbringing, and personal quirks intertwined. As a closeted genderfluid pansexual in her religious Filipino family, Lexy has tried to outbalance her secret
“sinfulness” by giving unconditional love and support to her parents with the hope that she will one
day be accepted in the same regard. Her work often features hints of a hidden queer identity. Lexy
is currently working as a denture lab technician. As her pieces suggest, she is heavily influenced by
her interest in special effects prosthetics. She wishes to use her skills to fund her most serious artistic
expedition: education and training to become an anaplastologista medical maxillofacial prosthetist
and technologist. Lexy hopes her artistic ability can be used to help people physically as well as
emotionally.
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work alludes to the movement of women from
the Philippines to the global north, which results
from unequal economic power relations. The
Filipina in Largo’s work is transported in a suitcase and wrapped in newspaper as if she were
a fragile object, and is reference to the global
objectification of the Filipina. Conscious of how
her body is read in Canadian society, Largo interrogates this problematic by “bringing herself”,
or in other words, representing herself as a gendered, racialized subject and actor in her own
right.
In another engagement with feminist
self-representation, Maria Patricia Abuel questions conservative gendered expectations with
regards to labour, notions of femininity, and
moral behaviour to which Filipinas, both in the
Philippines and in the diaspora, are held. Her series of digitally altered smartphone photos #Selfies (2014), Babae, Diyos, and Trabaho (Woman,
God, and Work) label her ironic self-portraits, in
which she renders herself as the archetypal fair,
pious, and sacrificial Filipina. Recognition is often gained by looking into the other’s eyes, however in these rendering, Abuel denies the return
of the gaze. We can never fully know the women in these photos, as they are two-dimensional
representations informed by colonial domination, neoliberal agendas, and religious doctrine.
Abuel queers the normative and stereotypical
expectations of Filipinas in her self-representations, and puts forward her hybrid subjectivity
constructed from multiple and sometimes competing influences.
Nicole Cajucom also looks at the objectification and exoticization of Filipinas in Canada
in her photo work Balut (2014). Balut is a boiled
egg containing a duck embryo and is a Filipino
delicacy, however in Canada it is often considered a source of repulsion. The artist as a child
is born out of a brown egg and into a white hegemony, and like one who dares to eat balut in
the diaspora, is exoticized and othered. The

Nicole Cajucom, 2014. Balut.
intimate here, is not only the Filipina’s body, but
also what she chooses to consume.
The commodification and the objectification of Filipina bodies are also the themes of
Filipina Heart/ Anywhere But Here (2014) in
which chocolate, a food of desire, is the medium of Blessie Maturan’s sculptures of fetishized
Filipinas. Maturan recounts several examples of
the commodification of Filipino women as she
has encountered them online on popular dating
websites such as Filipino Cupid (formerly Filipina
Heart) and on her visit to Angeles City’s red light
district. The artist’s chocolate Filipina bodies are
not only objects of desire to be consumed by the
global north, but are also bodies that perform
labour in exploitative relations which are maintained by sexism and racism.

Blessie Maturan, 2014. Filipina
Heart/ Anywhere But Here.
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Tim Manalo, 2014. Balut.

Danelle Jane Tran, 2014. Out of Place.

Tim Manalo’s sculptural, multimedia
piece Balut (2014), examines food, culture, and
diaspora through the lens of a childhood experience. As in Cajucom’s piece of the same name,
Manalo’s work explores the exoticization of cultural difference, but more specifically, through
the class-based practice of shaming immigrants
for the food they choose to consume. The fabricated yellow backpack evokes childhood, but
also carries the double meaning of “pack-up”
(a play on the word “alsabalutan” which means
to pack-up for travel) alluding to the migration
of his family. Manalo re-lives the affective consequences of marginalization and the embodied
sense of shame imposed by hegemonic powers.
Now, with a critical distance, he simultaneously
pays homage to the process by which the Filipino delicacy is harvested and to the temporal
difference of his ancestors’ homeland; the light
that emanates from within the bag only lights up
when it is night in Canada and daytime in the
Philippines.
Lexy Baluyot’s fascinating and grotesque sculptures of Dissection and Decay of
Your Flowery Bullshit (2014) viscerally express-

es her disdain for gender-policing comments
wielded at her as a child. With her training in
prosthetic production, Baluyot’s sculptures defy
that which is presented as natural, whether it
be organic matter and flesh or imposed gender norms, which present intimate intrusions to
her queer identity. “I visualized their targeted
words, the rationalizations coming from their
mouths as ever-growing stream of flowers and
twisting vines, strangling me,” Baluyot muses.
In Out of Place (2014), with child-like
light-heartedness, Danelle Jane Tran photographs her awkward bodily performances and
those of her siblings, demonstrating a diasporic
consciousness, or in other words, an in-between
state in which subjects negotiate two or more
cultures and homelands. The expansive backdrop of these photos can be anywhere; the land,
water, and sky suggest placelessness and identities that are not necessarily tied to one geography or nation.
In Urban Vs. Tribal (2014), Martie Hechanova imagines his emergent queer subjectivity informed by his investigations of the Badjao
water tribe of the Philippines and Toronto street
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style. Through fashion photography, Hechanova
blurs the dichotomies of that which is considered
traditional and that which is contemporary. Indigenous culture is not fixed in a romantic past,
but is recreated in a diasporic present and leads
viewers to question how pre-colonial Philippine
identity is invoked in the age of global migration
and how is may be seen through a queer lens.
Loisel Wilson Oñate’s two works expose that which is hidden, shameful, and traumatic. In A Chest (2014), plaster casted nipples
are revealed in a repeating pattern and evoke
notions of pre-colonial femininity that does not
place shame upon the exposed Filipina body. In
Silence (2014), the artist shares a quiet exchange
between her and her lola (grandmother) as she
recounts a traumatic moment from her past. The
disembodied voice of the artist’s lola is rich with
emotion and texture as it conveys the sense of

helplessness she first experienced in witnessing
the sexual assault of a young female worker at
the hands of her employer. Although oceans and
decades removed from the initial event, Wilson
Oñate’s piece is still rife with pain and testifies to
the power of the intimate to transcend borders,
generations, and language barriers.
Together, these works illuminate the
generative possibilities of diasporic intimacy
as it is embodied in the lives of Filipino/as in
Canada and represent individual and collective
efforts in capturing the personal, political, and
affective state of being constituted by multiple
“uprootings and regroundings” (Ahmed, 2003).
These artists signify symbolic interpretations of
self, home, family, and community as they are
mediated by sex, gender, race, and class – subjectivities that are thrown into flux in the diaspora. Considered together, these artists and their
work represent the emerging and dynamic field
of Filipino/a Canadian contemporary art.
Works Cited
Amed, S., Castaneda, C., Fortier, A.-M., & Sheller, Mimi (2003).
Introduction. In S. Amed, C. Castaneda, A.-M. Fortier, & Mimi
Sheller (Eds.). Uprootings/ regroundings: questions of home
and migration (pp. 1-22). Oxford & New York: Berg Publishers.
Stoler, A. Laura. (2002). Carnal knowledge and imperial power:
Race and the intimate in colonial rule. Berkeley: University of
California Press.

Martie Hechanova, 2014. Urban V.s Tribal.

Loisel Wilson Oñate, 2014. A Chest.
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Introduction. In S. Amed, C. Castaneda, A.-M. Fortier, & Mimi
Sheller (Eds.). Uprootings/ regroundings: questions of home
and migration (pp. 1-22). Oxford & New York: Berg Publishers.
Stoler, A. Laura. (2002). Carnal knowledge and imperial power:
Race and the intimate in colonial rule. Berkeley: University of
California Press.

Martie Hechanova, 2014. Urban V.s Tribal.

Loisel Wilson Oñate, 2014. A Chest.
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ARTISTS’ BIOGRAPHIES
Maria Patricia Abuel aims to create art focused on identity and culture that are based on her experiences as a Filipina-Canadian born and raised in Toronto. She hopes to communicate the struggles
she faces as a young woman of colour who deals with the traditional views of her upbringing against
the contemporary urban society of multicultural Toronto. Sexuality, gender, religion, and family are
common themes in her art, mainly in the form of photography, new media, and performance art.
She is currently studying Media Studies, Studio and Anthropology at the University of Toronto Scarborough campus and is an active member at the Kapisanan Filipino Centre of the Arts and Culture
to expand her knowledge and skills and collaborate with other artists. Through her art, she hopes to
communicate important messages of her Filipino-Canadian identity and culture, while learning and
sharing with other cultures.
Jo SiMalaya Alcampo is an interdisciplinary artist born in Maynila the capital of the Philippines
and raised in Malvern in the heart of Scarborough. Jo’s art practice integrates storytelling, installation-based art, and electroacoustic soundscapes. Jo has developed community arts projects with
queer youth, consumer/survivors of the mental health system, and migrant domestic workers. In
2010, Jo graduated from OCAD University with BFA Honours degree in Integrated Media and Photography. Teachings from the Indigenous Visual Culture Program inspired Jo to reconnect with her
roots. Jo’s multimedia work has been presented by 401 Richmond, Antimatter Film Festival (Victoria, B.C.), CBC-Radio Canada International, FADO Performance Art Centre, Gladstone Hotel, Images Festival, Inside Out Toronto LGBT Film Festival, InterAccess Electronic Media Arts Centre,
Kapisanan, KAPWA-3 Conference (Baguio, Philippines), Mayworks Festival of Working People and
the Arts, Nuit Blanche-Toronto, OCADU Student Gallery, Pride Toronto, SUM° Curatorial Collective,
V-tape, and XPACE. Jo is currently writing Kwentong Bayan: Labour of Love - a community based
comic book project with illustrator, Althea Balmes - about the real life stories of Filipina migrant
workers in the Live-in Caregiver Program.
Genre-fluid (and gender-fluid) Torontobased art practitioner, Lexy Baluyot reflects her experiences
through audial, visual, and performative mediums. She is somewhat a collector of disciplines; special effects makeup/prosthetics, dance, music production, and more. Lexy feeds this mild obsession
by seeking education in anything that captivates her senses. This Canadianborn Filipina-Texan creates each piece with her heritage, western upbringing, and personal quirks intertwined. As a closeted genderfluid pansexual in her religious Filipino family, Lexy has tried to outbalance her secret
“sinfulness” by giving unconditional love and support to her parents with the hope that she will one
day be accepted in the same regard. Her work often features hints of a hidden queer identity. Lexy
is currently working as a denture lab technician. As her pieces suggest, she is heavily influenced by
her interest in special effects prosthetics. She wishes to use her skills to fund her most serious artistic
expedition: education and training to become an anaplastologista medical maxillofacial prosthetist
and technologist. Lexy hopes her artistic ability can be used to help people physically as well as
emotionally.
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work alludes to the movement of women from
the Philippines to the global north, which results
from unequal economic power relations. The
Filipina in Largo’s work is transported in a suitcase and wrapped in newspaper as if she were
a fragile object, and is reference to the global
objectification of the Filipina. Conscious of how
her body is read in Canadian society, Largo interrogates this problematic by “bringing herself”,
or in other words, representing herself as a gendered, racialized subject and actor in her own
right.
In another engagement with feminist
self-representation, Maria Patricia Abuel questions conservative gendered expectations with
regards to labour, notions of femininity, and
moral behaviour to which Filipinas, both in the
Philippines and in the diaspora, are held. Her series of digitally altered smartphone photos #Selfies (2014), Babae, Diyos, and Trabaho (Woman,
God, and Work) label her ironic self-portraits, in
which she renders herself as the archetypal fair,
pious, and sacrificial Filipina. Recognition is often gained by looking into the other’s eyes, however in these rendering, Abuel denies the return
of the gaze. We can never fully know the women in these photos, as they are two-dimensional
representations informed by colonial domination, neoliberal agendas, and religious doctrine.
Abuel queers the normative and stereotypical
expectations of Filipinas in her self-representations, and puts forward her hybrid subjectivity
constructed from multiple and sometimes competing influences.
Nicole Cajucom also looks at the objectification and exoticization of Filipinas in Canada
in her photo work Balut (2014). Balut is a boiled
egg containing a duck embryo and is a Filipino
delicacy, however in Canada it is often considered a source of repulsion. The artist as a child
is born out of a brown egg and into a white hegemony, and like one who dares to eat balut in
the diaspora, is exoticized and othered. The

Nicole Cajucom, 2014. Balut.
intimate here, is not only the Filipina’s body, but
also what she chooses to consume.
The commodification and the objectification of Filipina bodies are also the themes of
Filipina Heart/ Anywhere But Here (2014) in
which chocolate, a food of desire, is the medium of Blessie Maturan’s sculptures of fetishized
Filipinas. Maturan recounts several examples of
the commodification of Filipino women as she
has encountered them online on popular dating
websites such as Filipino Cupid (formerly Filipina
Heart) and on her visit to Angeles City’s red light
district. The artist’s chocolate Filipina bodies are
not only objects of desire to be consumed by the
global north, but are also bodies that perform
labour in exploitative relations which are maintained by sexism and racism.

Blessie Maturan, 2014. Filipina
Heart/ Anywhere But Here.
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Marissa Largo, 2012. I Bring Myself.

homosexuality, effeminacy and related performances), or racialized and sexualized slurs, like
rice queen. Like other diasporic, gay Filipinos,
Manapul has reclaimed these terms to reflect his
desire to disrupt static and globalized notions of
queerness in favour of an emergent subjectivity
that is remade through aesthetics. Much like the
function of a designer bag, the murse symbolizes Manapul’s efforts to craft a particular identity
that externalizes hidden desires for belonging as
he moves through the world. Manapul’s visual
strategy of subverting dominant and normative
representations behoves viewers to question
their assumptions of race, gender, and sexual
identity in light of migration.
Jo SiMalaya Alcampo delves into the
materiality of indigenous Filipino culture and
language in her exploration of her diasporic
ethnic and sexual identity in SIYA: Beneath the
Barong (2015). Much like Manapul’s reconfigurations of the terms bakla and bading, Alcampo
plays with the fluidity of the term siya (which is
pronounced as “shah” and means “she”, “he”,
or “they”) as a genderless pronoun that exists in
the Filipino language. The single-channel video
is projected onto a translucent fabric reminiscent
of the Filipino indigenous textile, piña – the same
material that traditionally constructs the barong
Tagalog (a formal Filipino men’s attire) that Alcampo dons in in the video. Alcampo performs
“macho” poses of an Elvis impersonator while
her backlight barong reveals the contours of her
breast. Alcampo subverts the colonial logics of
gender binaries in her performance by whimsically embodying an emergent queer Filipino/a
diasporic aesthetic.
Visualizing the intimate comes to terms
with the intersections of class and gender in the
community-based photo works of the Magkaisa
Centre. The Picture in Picture: Filipino Women across Decades (2014) series captures the
gendered and racialized experiences of Filipinas

Nicole Cajucom is an arts administrator, youth organizer, mentor and burgeoning artist. While and
after completing her specialist in Art and Culture at the University of Toronto, Nicole volunteered
heavily with various artistic hubs in Toronto (especially at the Art Gallery of Toronto as a School
Programs Gallery Guide). Shortly after her internship at Kapisanan in 2012, Nicole had taken the opportunity to coordinate Clutch Vol. 5 after providing grant-writing support for the project, and since
then, she has gone on to write successful grant applications and now oversees all programming at
Kapisanan, also playing an instrumental role in the launch of Clutch’s brother program, Navigation, in
2014. The opportunity to create and collaborate with youth and culturally diverse communities has
provoked her to reflect upon race, gender, connection, and untold histories through the arts. Nicole
is also a veteran grant reviewer at ArtReach Toronto. Her roles have included providing a voice for
the Filipino-Canadian community, encouraging collaboration, and recently, chairing assessments.
Martie Hechanova was born and raised in Iloilo City, Philippines. Before moving to Canada he
attended at the West Visayas State University taking up Bachelor of Arts in Political Science. He is
currently an active volunteer of Asian Community AIDS Services under its youth program. Martie
also contributed articles on its online magazine QI Magazine writing on its entertainment section
focusing on the Asian entertainment industry. He is also a member of Rice Roll Production, an independent group of filmmakers in Toronto. Films are one interest Martie loves. He is an avid Asian film
fan and an active volunteer at the annual Reel Asian International Film Festival. He already produced
and directed a short film called “Trapped” and was submitted to the Toronto Smartphone Film Festival. He is currently focusing himself into the world of fashion and photography. He wants to fuse the
two arts together and tell a story out of the products he created. He is currently doing photography
projects and producing films with his own independent group, the MRcreatives.

who immigrated to Canada in the 1960s to the
present. Canada’s labour and immigration policies are materially and temporally embodied
in the lives of these women whose memories of
distant pasts -- symbolized in the photographic
images they hold – collapse with current realities
in the work.
With a similar political thrust, Marissa
Largo takes on embodiment in the midst of
global migration in the video installation and
performance I Bring Myself (2012). Largo represents the practice of pasalubong (welcoming
gift given upon returning “home”) as a performative and negotiated act of reconfiguring self and
home. She visualizes the intimate by embodying
the multiplicity inherent in being a diasporic Filipina – a part of a body politic of transnational,
racialized women. Read with a political lens, the
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A Toronto resident since birth, Tim Manalo grew up in the Scarborough and North York area and
has always had a strong interest for art and anything creative. Always surrounded by Filipino families
in the neighbourhood, he’s always had a sense of community and culture growing up. In 2006, he
attended OCAD University and majored in the Sculpture and Installation program and graduated
with a Bachelor’s in Fine Art. Very skilled in the areas of sculpture and fabrication, Tim has worked as
an in-house sculptor, mascot-maker and mould-maker for various companies specializing in outdoor
art, costume and prop fabrication, and custom art and home decor fabrication. In addition, he is currently an active member of the Sculptor’s Society of Canada, regularly showing at their gallery and
group shows. As an avid supporter of Toronto’s Filipino community and the arts, his current endeavor is as the coordinator of the upcoming second volume of NAVIGATION, an all male Filipino youth
program hosted by Kapisanan Philippine Centre that provides mentorship and develops leadership
skills to those wanting to explore their identity.
Julius Manapul was born in the city of Manila, Philippines in July 8, 1980. He immigrated to Toronto, Canada in 1990 where he studied fine arts at the Ontario College of Art and Design University
earning a BFA in 2009. He then completed a one year of residency in Paris, France and one year at
Toronto School of Art in 2011. Julius completed his MVS Masters of Visual Studies at University of
Toronto in 2013. His work focuses on personal hybrid nature of Filipino culture and queer identity.
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These hybrid images reflect his identity in a queer community that upholds homonormativity. His
experience is a personal journey informed by religion, queer culture, and postcolonial issues as they
relate to queer identity and is a reflection of his experience of immigration and transformation.
Blessie Maturan was born in Rizal, Philippines and immigrated to Toronto in 1999. Her recent
foray into the art world after a long break where she focused on working full-time and participating
in a start- up has brought her back into her roots. Her work explores situational narratives in new
economic spaces, particularly those concerned with intimacy, heroism/survival, and labour which is
often informed by experiences from growing up in both the Philppines and Canada. Blessie works
predominantly with performance and designed objects but also includes works on paper and new
media installations. She is currently pursuing her undergrad in OCADU after leaving U of T’s philosophy program. She has previously shown Kapisanan’s Clutch and Navigation Art Exhibit: Out Here,
Pop Montreal, and currently in WhipperSnapper’s Sidewalk Screening.
Anna Loisel Wilson Oñate is a Philipine-born, Hong Kong-raised Canadian who speaks her native
tongue, Illocano better than the national language Tagalog. She teaches English to foreign students
to connect the world by helping different cultures speak to each other. Using these languages, she
creates art through poetry, free writing and visual representations of her memories of the Philippines. She is inspired by people –- their complexities, virtues, vices and their motives. In her art, she
explores issues of the dual nature of the Filipino-Canadian identity, Filipino superstitions and the
role of the mother. Mainly she focuses on family dynamics and sacrifices taken from her personal
struggles of being culturally uprooted and replanted. Currently, she is exploring audio as a medium
and is recording conversations, stories and nature and city sounds. She is also capturing her grandmothers, and mother’s life stories and writing their biography. Her studies in Psychology, English and
Philosophy have inspired her to develop her career as a teacher and as an artist, in hopes to one day
teach English using the arts.
Danelle Jane Tran (DJ) is a Toronto based photographer. Sometimes it is difficult to express myself
through words, which is why I went to art school to develop my visual expression. As a graduate
from OCAD University, my main focus is lens-based media (pun intended). I express myself mainly
through a lens because I find the human eye very fascinating. No one can share my perspective, and
that is why I would like to share my experience with the world. In terms of my artwork, I love incorporating humour into my works (especially puns). I believe Art should be enjoyable; both the process
and the final product. I also always find myself going back to the past and my dreams, which makes
me a bit of an escapist. Reality is harsh for me, and to cope with that, I make artwork that makes me
(and hopefully others) laugh.
Located in Toronto, Ontario, the Magkaisa Centre houses three main organizations including the
Filipino Canadian Youth Alliance on Ontario, SIKLAB (Advance and Uphold the Struggle of Filipino
Canadian Workers) Ontario, and the Philippine Women Centre of Ontario. Operating since early
2000, the members of the Magkaisa Centre have been educating, organizing and mobilizing Filipino Canadians to understand the issues of the most marginalized and oppressed here in Canada
through workshops, conferences, art Installations, campaigns and other activities. Over 20 years of
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The intimate, according to feminist scholar Anne Stoler, indexes relationships grounded in
the “familiar and the essential” and relationships
“grounded in sex” (Stoler, 2002). Haunted by
Stoler’s dual definition, Visualizing the Intimate
in Filipino/a Lives features the work of emerging Toronto-based artists and the work of artists
from community-based organizations, as it visualizes the personal and political implications of
“the intimate” for Filipinos/as in Canada.
By consolidating these emerging diasporic Filipino/a artists who embody various
sexed, gendered, classed, and other politicized
subject positions, national borders and subjectivities are unsettled. This establishes the field of
Filipino/a Canadian contemporary art as a multifaceted and heterogeneous field that challenges
normative notions of identity and defies Canadian multiculturalism’s insistence on disciplining
and commodifying ethnic difference.
This exhibition highlights queer Filipino/a artists Julius Manapul and Jo SiMalaya
Alcampo, who explore the ways in which sexuality, gender, and race are unfixed and mediated
by transnational reconfigurations.
By appropriating Western visual culture
and juxtaposing its use with Filipino materiality, Manapul examines his diasporic sexual and
racial identity against the heteronomative and
homonormative standards of Canadian society.
In the tableau he composes for this exhibition,
Manapul reinterprets past works of his crafted
queertopia – a seemingly perfect abode for him
and his queer family – but now, in light of his
recent divorce. Articles of unfulfilled promises,
such as his marriage licence, the crib for his fictional child created from balikbayan boxes (containers used by diasporic Filipinos to send goods
“back home”), which are flanked by two of his
“homonormative mannequins”, all point to his
intimate and ongoing struggles as a diasporic,
queer subject vis-à-vis Western normative ideals.

There is no “happily ever after” as Manapul suggests in his animation Kissing Utopia
Good-Bye (2012), but only constant recuperative acts as a diasporic, gay Filipino in Canada.
Manapul conveys this reality in his playful and
multilayered appropriation of Disney imagery
and Western gay porn, which signifies for the artist unattainable perfection. His Queerious Butterflies (2014) take over the space, performing
a transgressive act of embodying a subjectivity
that cannot be pinned down by taxonomic classification or colonial imperatives. Instead, these
butterflies become the fabric and backdrop by
which Manapul fashions an unfurling subjectivity
based on his own queer aesthetic. Similarly, the
artist’s Queerious Murses (2015) are fabricated
from intricate cutouts that subvert dominant and
oppressive queer representations. Embedded
and hidden within the ornamentation are Tagalog words that have pejorative provenance,
such as bakla and bading (terms that denote
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Julius Manapul, 2015. Queerious Murse.
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Julius Manapul, 2012. Kissing Utopia Good-Bye.

organizing nationally has lead to 4 major concerns, which are also not exclusive to Filipino Canadians: Combatting Systemic Racism, Overcoming economic marginalization, Making the Youth Count
in Canada’s Future and Enhancing Women’s Equality, human rights and genuine development. In
addition, as a community of economic refugees forced to permanently work abroad on contract as
“guest workers” in many developed countries due to globalization and imperialism, organizations
part the Magkaisa Centre have been advocating for our community’s Genuine Settlement and Integration here in Canada while supporting and respecting the indigenous peoples struggle for basic
human rights, land, resources and self-determination.

CURATORS’ BIOGRAPHIES
Marissa Largo is a PhD candidate in the Department of Social Justice Education at OISE, University
of Toronto. She holds degrees in Visual Arts and Education from York University and has a Master’s
degree in Art Education from Concordia University. Marissa’s doctoral project, Renaissance as Resistance: Contemporary Filipino/a Canadian Visual Arts aims to explore the ways in which contemporary Filipino/a Canadian visual arts act as assertions of marginalized subjectivities in Canada. In
2013, she was awarded the Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada Graduate Scholarship from the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC). As a Toronto-based artist and
educator, her works have been presented in several group and solo exhibitions in Canada, such as
Nuit Blanche (2011 and 2012), Maleta Stories (2013 and 2011), Public Realm (2010), Memory and
Place (2009), and From the Pearl of the Orient to Uptown (2007). She also works with many progressive community and cultural groups dedicated to the interests of Filipinos in Canada.
Dr. Robert Diaz Jr. is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Liberal Arts and Sciences at OCAD
University. Before moving to OCADU, he was an Assistant Professor of Women and Gender Studies
at Wilfrid Laurier University. His research and teaching focus on the intersections of Asian North
American, Filipino, Sexuality, and Postcolonial Studies. He has two book projects: the first, Reparative Acts: Performing Queer Redress in Philippine Nationalisms, examines Filipino diasporic film,
literature, performance, and new media in order to interrogate the relationship between histories of
nationalism, imperialism, and redress. His second project, The Ruse of Visibility: Queer Filipinos and
the Canadian Multicultural State, returns to questions of Philippine nationalism by examining how
such nationalisms collide with the racializing narratives of the Canadian nation-state. This project is
the first to examine queer Filipino/a embodiment amidst the demands of Canadian multiculturalism.
Aside from working in the university, Robert is also committed to community engagement and social
justice. He continues this commitment by working with LGBT and Filipino focused organizations
such as ACAS, UKPC/FCYA, Magkaisa Center and Kapisanan, in the Greater Toronto Area.
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VISUALIZING THE INTIMATE CURATED BY MARISSA LARGO and ROBERT DIAZ
IN FILIPINO/A LIVES features the work of emerging Toronto-based artists and the
work of artists from community-based organizations, as it visualizes the personal and
political implications of “the intimate” for Filipinos/as in Canada. On a personal and
communal level, the intimate marks diasporic subjects’ contradictory experiences with
migration, queerness, and dislocation. The intimate also foregrounds how familial,
cultural, and national narratives about identity affect how individuals internalize their
experiences in the everyday. Ultimately, by featuring diverse mediums of expression
such as photography, video and sound installation, sculpture, and performance art,
this exhibit pushes the boundaries of what “the intimate” can mean theoretically,
while also foregrounding the embodied experience of being Filipino/a in Canada.

VISUALIZING THE INTIMATE
IN FILIPINO/A LIVES
CURATED BY MARISSA LARGO and ROBERT DIAZ
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LOCATION
Open Gallery, OCADU, 49 McCaul St.
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OPENING RECEPTION
Friday, January 23, 2015, 7:30 to 9:30pm
GALLERY SCHEDULE
Monday, January 26 to Saturday, February 14,
2015, 10 to 6pm, daily
CLOSING
Sunday, February 15th, 10-3pm.
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